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Out of Bounds

Out of Bounds tells the story of Amy,
a 14-year-old who accepts a dare and
posts a photo of herself that she shouldn’t
have online. She moves to a new school
and hopes she can make a fresh start, but
a rival finds the embarrassing history
online. Out of Bounds explores the vicious
world of cyber-bullying in young teens.

Take A Stand and STOP Cyber Bullying
According to the website www.safeteens.com there
are 6 main ways to help stop cyber bullying if you
are getting bullied. They are.....

1. Don’t Respond.
If someone is bullying you,
remember that the bully
is looking for a reaction. It
gives them power over you
and that’s what they want.

4. Talk to a trusted adult.
It’s always good to involve
a parent or school counselor.
If you are uncomfortable
about saying something,
report the incident
anonymously at school.

2. Don’t Retaliate.
Getting back at the bully just
turns you in to one.

5. Block the bully.
If it is coming in the form of
instant messages, texts or profile comments, you can block
them. If it’s in a chat, leave the
“room.”

3. Save the evidence.
Capture, save and show it to
someone who can help. Now
you have proof. You need to
do this even if it is a minor
thing, in case it escalates.

6. Be a friend, not a
bystander.
If you saw it happen, not helping can be just as bad as doing
it. Tell the bully to stop or help
the victim report it.

To learn more about this play and the
subject of bullying, scan the QR codes below
or visit: lied.ku.edu/project/out-of-bounds/

Working Group Theatre

Pacer’s Anti-Bullying Website. Check out
what these students are doing to help
prevent bullying in their schools

Note: The March 25 @ 7:30 pm performance
is the same story, but told from the parent’s
perspective. Let your parents or guardians
know that they can get FREE tickets to this
event at your school’s office.
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I TOOK A PHOTO OF MY FRIEND
THAT I WANT TO SHARE...NOW WHAT?

\

Be proud of the photos that you share with
others! Only show people the best of the best.

\

2. WOULD MY FRIEND AGREE? YES NO

l

l

1. IS IT A GOOD PHOTO? YES NO
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3. COULD IT GET MY FRIEND INTO TROUBLE?

➙

YES NO
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4. IS IT GOING TO CAUSE DRAMA?
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SO MY FRIEND IS OKAY WITH IT, BUT HOW MIGHT IT AFFECT ME?

YES NO

➙
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5. AM I AWARE THAT ANYONE CAN SHARE IT?
Well, it’s true. Anything you post online can be saved,
copied, and shared with a large invisible audience.

6.WOULD I BE OKAY WITH MY
GRANDMA SEEING IT?

\
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YES NO

If you think it will make your grandma blush,
then there’s a good chance somebody close will find
it inappropriate, too.

\

YES NO

l

7. A YEAR FROM NOW, WILL I FEEL GOOD
ABOUT MAKING THIS PUBLIC?
Hold off if you’re having doubts,
your future self will thank you.

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU CLEARLY SELF-REFLECT
BEFORE YOU SELF-REVEAL ONLINE, SO...

GO AHEAD! SHARE & ENJOY!
For information and resources about digital citizenship, visit www.commonsense.org/educators

© 2014 www.commonsense.org

Right after you see the performance of Out of Bounds, you will be asked to tweet
positive comments about the play, your friends, or your school at:

#OneSmallThingOOB
Sponsored by

GEORGE & MARILYN MCCLEARY
in memory of her sister, Jane Baldwin
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